Abstract -We present a low complexity algorithm for designing algebraic codes that achieve the information theoretic capacity for the multicast problem on directed acyclic networks. These codes operate over field sizes which are significantly smaller than those previously known, leading to significantly lower design and implementation complexity, and network link usage. These codes can be extended for networks with cycles and delays, and for robustness properties.
Outlane of Proof:-We provide a polynomial time construction for the solution. The network is decomposed into R edgedisjoint paths to each r,. These paths are then merged using the directed acyclic structure of the network to form the network flow. Linear combinations are designed for this network flow one edge at a time. One ensures that at every step of this design algorithm, for each receiver there exists a set of R edges on edge-disjoint paths to that receiver, such that these edges carry linearly independent combinations of the R symbols generated by s in any coding interval. More details are 'The first author was supported by Microsoft Corporation.
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Philip A. Chou (G, s, R, 2) . [4] ). This provides a lower bound to the finite field size required. This generalizes the concept of MDS codes to multicast networks and shows the existence of codes which can tolerate up to C -R network link failures while leaving the linear combinations at the source and internal nodes the same.
The proof is constructive (details in
We now define the more general concept of (lF2m)"-linear networks, wherein each edge transmits an n-length vector of symbols from Wzm, vectors on incoming edges to a node are concatenated to form a single concatenated input vector, and each node performs a different local linear transformation to its concatenated input vector to obtain an n-length vector on each outgoing edge. Using random coding arguments one can prove that randomly chosen (IF2m)m-lineilr networks have a high probability of being solvable, and of having strong robustness properties. source to the symbols on incoming edges to ri.
